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Dear Upsilon Family: 

I would like to welcome you to the 2018 - 2019 year for Upsilon Chapter of The Honor 
Society of Nursing, Sigma Theta Tau International, at the NYU Rory Meyers College of 
Nursing. I have been so honored to serve as your President ? Elect over the past year. I 
am excited to take over the reins as President and look forward to working with all of 
you in the coming two years. I would first like to thank Dr. Larry Slater , who 
completed his 2 years as President of Upsilon, as well as those who have participated in 
board leadership positions and various committees. We have truly accomplished a lot 
and have done a tremendous job in providing excellent educational activities, a robust 
mentorship program, philanthropic endeavors benefiting local organizations, wonderful 
induction ceremonies for our new members, and great social events. I only hope that we 
can demonstrate as much success in the coming years! I am looking forward to an 
exciting year with Upsilon. 

Our goal is to continue to expand Upsilon?s footprint among our members with 
educational and social events, community service projects, and increased visibility on 
campus. We are interested in fostering new and continued collaborations, including the 
NYU Hospital System. I would like to thanks our Board members and committee chairs 
that have finished up their service. Special thanks to Vincenza Coughlin, Karyn Boyar, 
Gloria Chan, Jackie Cassagnol, Debra Drillings, Monica Dixon, Aileen Tanafranca, 
Kimberly Ders, and Nina Hwang.  

We are looking forward to more great things in 2018-2019! We have an excellent Board 
and excellent committee chairs and members to continue with our outstanding 
accomplishments. We welcome a few new and returning officers, including those who 
were newly elected: Vice President, Sandy Cayo; Secretary, Beth Latimer; Faculty 
Counselor, Theresa Bucco. We also have Tiffany Folks continuing as Treasurer, and 
Michele Crespo-Fierro as our other Faculty Counselor. Our Governance Committee 
consists of new Chair, Natalya Paslinsky, and members Sarbjit Kaur and Gina Chen. Our 
Leadership Succession Committee is led by Lisa Konopko as Chair, with members Mary 
Amin and Jennifer Reed. 

For Committees, Karla Rodriguez is continuing as Education Chair, looking to bring 
great journal clubs and healthcare lecture series educational events for 2018-2019. KP 
Mendoza, our previous Presidential Intern, is joining us as our Events Chair and will be 
working with his committee to put on an exciting Founders? Day Event in October of 
2018 and our Annual Induction and Awards Ceremony in April of 2019. Aileen 
Tanafranca is taking over as Membership Engagement Chair. Chuck Tilley is joining us 
as our Scholarship, Grants, and Awards Chair. Our Archivist Maryann Peterson (Chair) 
and Caitlin Cantando (Vice Chair) will lead our fourth cohort of the mentoring 
program. Erin Kearns will be returning as our Newsletter Editor and Sophia Pavlatos 
will remain as our Web Master. 

This great group of Upsilon Leaders is excited to serve you over the coming year. Please 
review our calendar to start saving dates for our events and meetings! We hope to see all 
of you throughout 2018-2019. If you would like to get more involved with Upsilon 
and/or Sigma, please let us know! 

Regards, 
Selena A Gilles, DNP, ANP, BC, CCRN 
President

From the President

mailto:e.kearins@gmail.com
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How Can We Care for Our New Nurses?
Maryann Peterson

The other night at work, I was orienting a new hire?  a new nurse. It?s been four years since
 I wore her shoes. I remember my first day with my preceptor on a pediatric medical surgical 
unit. I was about to pass my first medication as an official RN, not as a student nurse. My
 preceptor and I went through all the ?rights? of administering medication: right patient, 
right time, right med, right indication, right route, etc. I walked into the patient?s room, 
confident in my knowledge of side effects, reasons for the medicine, dosing, I proceeded to 
open the package the tiny pill was encapsulated in, and then as I opened it, the medicine 
flung out of it?s tiny plastic cage and across the room. Don?t worry, my eight year old patient
 found it hilarious. 
 
?I've come a long way and continue to learn still. As I watched this nurse in our pediatric ICU take care of an intubated and 
sedated patient with drips to maintain blood pressure, continuous renal replacement therapy and more, I tried to imagine 
what this must feel like. What does it feel like to be in her shoes? 

Every preceptor has a different way of passing on how they go about being a nurse. We all organize our thoughts differently, 
and to a novice nurse, I can?t imagine how frustrating that must feel to have x amount of nurses showing you versions of the 
same task via a multitude of ways with the same result. A hospital is the only environment that I?ve been a nurse in, so I can?t 
comment on primary care or other nursing environments, but my main message is for all environments that nurses practice 
in. In order to teach our new nurses, we need to remember what it was like to BE them?  the nurse before he/ she/ they 
become the experienced nurse. 

The new nurse is task oriented. Who has time to think of the bigger picture or pathophysiology on your patient when there 
are ten o?clock meds, baths and the meal cart to deal with, not to mention patient rounds and new orders? Or the completely 
opposite culture of the night shift, where you need to get everything done quickly before bedtime and then cluster that care. If 
you?ve been a nurse for a bit, stop and think about it. Sure, we all have bad, busy days where you don?t sit down and you have 
zero chance to catch up on the notes for each of your patients, but to a new nurse, surviving a regular day with your charting 
up to date and your eMAR signed is probably a mixture of exhilarating, exhausting, gratifying and downright terrifying. 
Remember that. Remember when the easiest of days/nights were the hardest to get through. 

The new nurse doesn?t know what to do instinctively. One practice I?ve adopted from another nurse teacher is to ask your 
trainee what the three worst case scenarios are for their patient(s). The first time I asked someone to think about this, they 
realized pretty quickly that it was a practice run. Not everyone knows when to start CPR or what to do if a tracheostomy 
comes out. Sure you?ve been a nurse for five, ten or maybe twenty plus years and you may know what to do, but they have to 
process. Having a plan is the best way to get them through the scariest of times, and when that happens to them for the first 
time, they will be ready.  

The new nurse is not only dealing with how to be a nurse, but with a change in culture too. One of the hallmarks of hospital 
care is that interdisciplinary teamwork, where nurses, doctors, dietary, physical or occupational therapy, child life, 
environmental, management, etc. need to work together with the patient and families to provide the best care possible. As a 
nurse, you are the ringleader of a circus with many varying types of acts, and as a new nurse, this is probably the most 
terrifying. Let?s not forget that guiding them into this process is just as important as how to prime a line or titrate a drip. The 
use of TeamSTEPPS, SBAR, provider contact notes, etc. can be key in assisting them with their communication.  

The new nurse is responsible for ingratiating themselves into a unit of people who are already used to working together as a 
team. To some of the new nurses I have been mentoring, this is one of the scariest parts. We hear about nurse bullying, it?s on 
social media, there are qualitative studies being done on how it affects productivity, and those rare moments when nurses are 
shown in entertainment, bullying seems to provide the perfect conflict to up the drama for an episode or a side plot storyline. 
So how do we nip this in the bud? Personally, I just make myself available to new nurses. This runs the gamut from showing 
them where supplies are to assisting with a difficult admission. I congratulate new nurses on triumphs. For example, a new 
nurse on my unit took care of her first intubated patient on her own after being in the ICU for about 6 months. She had many 
questions and I was glad to be her neighbor. I answered them all, double checked her charting (she asked!), checked on her if 
her patient decided to have oxygen desaturations, and more. This opens to door to make sure that she and other new nurses 
know that they have someone to come to with questions who will not judge, who is willing to help.  

Finally, the new nurse will eventually be a nurse that works alongside you one day as a competent nurse. My final thoughts 
for you are to just remember what it was like to be them. Remember how you felt the first time you had to call a rapid 
response or the first time you placed an IV. Perhaps, in remembering those moments, we will be more understanding and 
better teachers for the novice nurse.  
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Leadership Connection 2018
This past September, President Selena Gilles, former 
President Larry Slater, and Membership Engagement 
Committee Chair Aileen Tanafranca represented Upsilon 
Chapter the Leadership Connection Conference in 
Indianapolis, Indiana. 

Upsi lon Alumni Weekend Award Winners
This year at New York Universities' Alumni Weekend, two 
Sigma Committee Chairs were honored with awards. 
Congratulations to Natalya Pasklinsky, DNP ?20, ACNP-BC, 
MS ?10 (Sigma's Governance Committee chair) on receiving 
the Rose and George Doval Award for Excellence in 
Nursing Education and Maryann Peterson, RN, CPN, BS '14 
(archivist and chair of the next Mentorship Cohort) on 
receiving the Rising Star Award! 

Please join us in celebrating our Sigma Foundation for Nursing?s Heritage 
Society Fellows, recognizing their philanthropy in honor of the namesake of 
one of the fellowships, Virginia Henderson. We recognize her contributions 
to nursing on her birthday November 30th. 
The Heritage Society is a wonderful opportunity that allows individuals to 
invest in nursing through the Sigma Foundation for Nursing. Your donation 
will be preserved while your gift?s earnings enable the Foundation to provide 
grants and programs for nurses who advance world health. Most 
importantly, you decide how your gift will benefit nurses ?  through use of 
global programs, leadership education, or research grants.

Virginia Henderson Fellow  
Established to honor the beloved and esteemed Virginia Avenel Henderson 
(1897-1996), the Virginia Henderson Fellowship has been a favorite giving 
program for hundreds of Sigma members and friends of nursing. To become 
a Virginia Henderson Fellow, pledge US $2,000 annually for five consecutive 
years, payable on a schedule that meets your needs, or make a one-time cash 
donation of US $10,000.
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EVENTS COMMITTEE
The Events Committee is responsible for planning and implementation of chapter events, including the fall Founders? Day 
Celebration and the spring Annual Induction and Awards Ceremony. The committee also assists other committees with their 
events (e.g., Annual Meeting, New Member Orientation).  

CHAIR: KP Mendoza, kp.mendoza@nyu.edu  

We had a fantastic Founder's Day event this year! Our upcoming events include  New Member Orientation on 
December 13th, an education event in February , and a volunteer event in March, stay tuned for dates and details!

find more information here! 

The 2018 Founder's Day was a wonderful opportunity to meet prospective Upsilon members and network with 
the nursing community. Our keynote speaker, Natalia Cineas DNP,RN, NEA-BC, who is the Deputy CNO of 
Mount Sinai St. Luke's, delivered an inspiring speech about nurse leadership. As a new graduate nurse, I was in 
awe of Dr. Cineas' accomplishments and leadership skills.  I also had the opportunity to speak to the group and 
promote the 2019 Leadership Intern program. As the 2018 education and events intern,  I was able to speak about 
my positive experience and encourage current students to apply. It was such a pleasure and I look forward to 
continuing to engage in the organization. 

Upsilon President Selena Gilles, Dr. Natalia 
Cineas, and former Upsilon Vice President  
Dr. Y Violet Gordon.  

Founder 's Day 2018
Mary Amin

Founder's Day Cake Members and prospective members enjoying the 
event

MEMBERSHIP ENGAGEMENT COMMITTEE

 The Membership Engagement Committee promotes membership involvement through overseeing the chapter?s mentoring 
program, supporting global initiatives, fostering continued participation of new members, and setting the chapter?s 
philanthropic goals and activities.  

CHAIR: Aileen Tanafranca, aileen.tanafranca@gmail.com  

mailto:kp.mendoza@nyu.edu
https://nursing.nyu.edu/alumni-giving/stti/events
https://nursing.nyu.edu/alumni-giving/stti/events
https://nursing.nyu.edu/alumni-giving/stti/events
https://nursing.nyu.edu/alumni-giving/stti/events
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Upsi lon Members at New  York  Common Pantry
On Nov. 7th, Upsilon Members and Soon-to-be Members joined in the volunteer event at the NY Common 
Pantry in East Harlem.  They served dinner to the many men, women, and children that evening, and all were 
in cheerful spirits especially when giving out the colorful cupcake treats!

 Upsi lon Social  Event - Soccer  Sunday
 Upsilon?s Membership Engagement Committee held their first social event on Oct. 28th, 2018 at 
Yankee Stadium. Upsilon members, along with committee members attended this end-of-the year MLS 
NYCFC soccer match, where New York?s team won and NYU?s Upsilon Chapter was highlighted on the 
big screen!!! Go NYCFC and Upsilon!!! 

Upsi lon in the community

Mentor 's Cohor t III
Upsilon Sigma Mentorship says goodbye to Cohort III and 
hello to Cohort IV!From January 2018 to December 2019, 
Upsilon Mentorship Cohort III has followed six pairs of 
mentors and mentees. We start the year with a gathering to 
determine the best pairings and then our mentors and 
mentees reach out to each other as much as they can. This 
year?s meet-up was at an Escape the Room, and some of our 
other meet-ups have included Paint Nite and 
Bowling.Starting January 2019, Cohort IV will start with a 
whole new set of mentors and mentees. I?ve been a mentor 
for the last two years and am very happy to be leading the 
new group. Keep an eye on this newsletter for updates! 
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 LEADERSHIP SUCCESSION COMMITTEE
The Leadership Succession Committee consists of three elected members who are responsible for developing members in 
organizational roles, selecting nominees for chapter leadership, preparing the election ballot, and notifying candidates of 
election results. The Committee is also responsible for recruiting and selection of Upsilon Chapter Leadership Interns.  
CHAIR: Lisa Konopko, lisa.konopko@gmail.com  

Our 2019 call for nominations will go out March 18, 2019 with nominations due on April 12, 2019. Elections will 
begin on April 29, 2019 with voting closing on May 17, 2019. We will be holding elections for the following 
positions in 2019:

- President-Elect
- Treasurer
- Counselor
- Governance Committee (1 position)
- Leadership Succession Committee (2 positions)

-find more information here!

GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE
The Governance Committee consists of three elected members and the two Upsilon Chapter Faculty Counselors. The committee 
oversees bylaws compliance, makes recommendations for bylaws changes, and oversees chapter membership and chapter 
eligibility issues.  

CHAIR: Natalya Pasklinsky, veksln01@nyu.edu  

The spring induction cycle is for graduate students who have finished at least one-quarter of their program and for 
nurse leader applicants. We will also take applications for undergraduate students that graduated in January or who 
are entering their fourth sequence that meet eligibility requirements after the fall semester. Applications will be 
available on January 28, 2019 and will be due February 15, 2019. Applicants will receive notification of acceptance 
by March 4, 2019. 

find more information here!

 SCHOLARSHIPS, GRANTS, AND AWARDS COMMITTEE  
The Scholarships, Grants, and Awards Committee oversees the application process and selection of recipients of Upsilon?s 
scholarships (graduate and undergraduate), research grants, and other awards as determined by the Upsilon Board.  

CHAIR: Charles Tilley, tillec01@nyu.edu  

Upsilon Chapter is offering up to $5,000 in scholarships and grants each year. For Spring 2019, Upsilon will be 
awarding:

- 2 undergraduate scholarships at $500 each for a traditional or accelerated baccalaureate student at NYU 
Meyers

- 2 graduate scholarships at $500 each for a student in any accredited graduate nursing program at any level 
(Masters, Doctor of Nursing Practice, PhD)

- Research grants of up to an individual maximum of $1,500 each, for a total of $3,000 awarded to support:

Research to complete Masters or Doctoral level capstones, theses, or dissertations

Quality improvement, implementation, or translation to practice projects or studies in practice settings

All students are eligible for Nursing Student Scholarships: BS (NYU students only), MS/MSN, DNP, PhD. All 
Upsilon members are eligible for Member Research Grants.

 2019 Scholarship and Grant Applications

Our 2019 application cycle will open on January 28, 2019. Applications will be due by February 25, 2019, with 
notification provided no later than March 11, 2019.

find more information here!

mailto:lisa.konopko@gmail.com
https://nursing.nyu.edu/alumni-giving/stti/running-leadership-positions
https://nursing.nyu.edu/alumni-giving/stti/running-leadership-positions
https://nursing.nyu.edu/alumni-giving/stti/running-leadership-positions
https://nursing.nyu.edu/alumni-giving/stti/running-leadership-positions
mailto:veksln01@nyu.edu
https://nursing.nyu.edu/alumni-giving/stti/becoming-upsilon-member
https://nursing.nyu.edu/alumni-giving/stti/becoming-upsilon-member
https://nursing.nyu.edu/alumni-giving/stti/becoming-upsilon-member
https://nursing.nyu.edu/alumni-giving/stti/becoming-upsilon-member
mailto:tillec01@nyu.edu
https://nursing.nyu.edu/alumni-giving/stti/upsilon-scholarships-grants
https://nursing.nyu.edu/alumni-giving/stti/upsilon-scholarships-grants
https://nursing.nyu.edu/alumni-giving/stti/upsilon-scholarships-grants
https://nursing.nyu.edu/alumni-giving/stti/upsilon-scholarships-grants
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 EDUCATION COMMITTEE
The Education Committee plans journal clubs and other continuing education activities, including the selection of themes, 
topics, and speakers and preparation of CE applications.  

CHAIR: Karla Rodriguez, kgr215@nyu.edu  

Join us for our upcoming Journal Club meetings:

-  January 17, 2019
- March  5, 2019

Keep an eye on your email for details!

Wor ld AIDS Day Event 
Monday, December 3, 2019

Dr. Joyce Anastasi presented to our event. She is acclaimed for receiving a 
$3 million dollar NIH grant on research treating peripheral neuropathy in 
HIV patients. Her presentation was particularly important as it 
highlighted the use of non-pharmacologic therapy agents such as 
Accupuncture/Moxibuston therapy. We were a small audience and Dr. 
Anastasi was also gave a brief demonstration on the use of Moxibuston as 
well as the treatment intervals. We will await for treatment findings and 
results as the research progresses.

Upsilon Member Spotlight
Name /  Credentials: Adam Hadas, RN, BS, BA
My Nursing Journey: My journey began in July 2014. Nursing wasn't on my radar! I was a 
working, award winning professional actor, and my mom became ill. I spent a week in the 
hospital with her after coming home from my international stage debut in London. The light 
bulb went off. In nursing I saw a confluence of all my previous experiences: my first 
bachelors degree in psychology, my customer service oriented positions as a cabana boy, 
bartender, and barista, and acting. I had to do it. That fall I began prerequisite coursework for 
accelerated nursing programs and enrolled in a CNA training program. By November 2014 I 
was a CNA. I worked on a dementia unit in a Long Island nursing home, moved on to an 
outpatient orthopedics office in Manhattan, and stopped working when I began the 
accelerated bachelors program at Rory Meyers in 2016. I began working as a nurse 
companion at NYP Weill Cornell during my third semester. I loved being at Rory Meyers! I 
was surrounded by opportunity and encouraged by enthusiastic and supportive educators.
Ini t ial  Nursing Degree: BS with a concentration in Nursing
Highest Nursing Degree: BS (but accepted to the MS FNP program at Rory Meyers and planning to attend Fall 2019!)
Other  Education /  Degrees: BA Psychology
First Job in Nursing: NYU Langone Health Medical Intensive Care Unit
Area(s) of Exper t ise /  Practice: I practice critical care, but I'm not an expert! Not even close! Learning so much every 
day!
Why I joined the Sigma Upsi lon Chapter : The world of nursing offers an abundance of opportunity. I learned as an 
actor to allow life's forces to work on me, rather than to push back. When opportunity comes knocking, I take it! It was 
an excellent choice as I gained insight into how a world wide organization operates at the chapter level and how the 
smallest initiatives can make a significant impact on the community.
Upsi lon Chapter  Service (Board member , Committee Chair , conference presentations): I was the very first 
Upsilon student intern! After my service as intern was over, I served as a member of the education committee for a year. 

mailto:kgr215@nyu.edu
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December, 2018 (date TBD) 5:30pm-6:30pm Executive Committee Meeting (closed)

January 31, 2019 4:00pm-5:00pm General Board Meeting

February, 2019 (date TBD) 5:30pm-6:30pm Executive Committee Meeting (Closed)

March 5, 2019 6:30pm-8:00pm General Board Meeting

April, 2019 (date TBD) 5:30pm-6:30pm Executive Committee Meeting (Closed)

May 2, 2019 5:30pm-6:30pm Upsilon Annual Business Meeting

June 24, 2019 6:00pm-8:00pm Upsilon Transition Meeting (closed)

December 13, 2017 2:30om-4:30pm New Member Orientation- Fall 2018 Inductees

January 31, 2019 3:00pm-4:00pm Upsilon Journal Club

March 5, 2019 5:30pm-6:30pm Upsilon Journal Club

April 9, 2019 6:00pm-9:00pm Upsilon Annual Induction and Award Ceremony

January 28, 2019 February 15, 2019 Spring Induction Cycle (notification  by March 4, 2019)

January 28, 2019 February 25, 2019 Scholarships, Grants, and Awards (notification  by March 4)

March 18, 2019 April 12, 2019 Upsilon Election Nominations

April 29, 2019 May 17, 2019 Upsilon Elections (candidates notified by May 20, 2019)

UPSILON 2018-2019 CALENDAR OF EVENTS

For more information on meetings, programs, and events, including  locations, speakers, or other event 
descriptions, please visit our events page on the NYU Meyers website. 

Board Meetings

Programs and Events

Other Timelines

 

 

Stay tuned for dates for our future healthcare lecture series educational events, our social 
events, and our volunteer activities!  

https://nursing.nyu.edu/alumni-giving/stti/events
https://nursing.nyu.edu/alumni-giving/stti/events
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COMMUNICATION COMMITTEE  

 The Communication Committee works to inform membership of all activities and meetings while helping to maintain the 
Chapter?s history.  

CHAIR: Beth Latimer, Upsilon Secretary  

PUBLICITY: Larry Slater  

WEBMASTER: Sophia Pavlatos  

ARCHIVIST: Maryann Peterson  

NEWSLETTER EDITOR: Erin Kearins  

Have suggestions for content for the newsletter? Email our newsletter editor, Erin Kearins at e.kearins@gmail.com. 

FIND US ON SOCIAL MEDIA!

Twitter:  @NYUupsilon

LinkedIn: NYU Upsilon Chapter

Instagram: nyu.upsilon

Facebook: Upsilon Chapter/  @upsilonchapterSTTI

Sigma Theta Tau's The Circle: Upsilon Chapter

mailto:e.kearins@gmail.com
https://twitter.com/NYUupsilon
https://www.linkedin.com/company/nyu-upsilon-chapter/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/nyu-upsilon-chapter/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/nyu-upsilon-chapter/
https://www.instagram.com/nyu.upsilon/
https://www.facebook.com/upsilonchapterSTTI/
https://www.facebook.com/upsilonchapterSTTI/
https://www.facebook.com/upsilonchapterSTTI/
https://thecircle.nursingsociety.org/upsilonchapter/home
https://thecircle.nursingsociety.org/upsilonchapter/home
https://thecircle.nursingsociety.org/upsilonchapter/home
https://thecircle.nursingsociety.org/upsilonchapter/home

